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http://www.langleyfinearts.com/



Plaque at LFAS

Roots are formed 
through nurturing love.
Wings by releasing love.



The Chemical Reaction of 
Fine Arts
by Dustin Hurrell ~ LFAS 2010-2012

Thirty-three months ago my life started. Now 
being a healthy nineteen year old male this may seem 
strange saying that my life began, only two years and 
change ago, at the age of sixteen. However, I don’t 
mean this in a physical sense, obviously, I mean it in a 
metaphorical way.

The date was September 8th, 2009 at the 
beginning of grade ten. My fifth school in as little as 
four years in my new home country of Canada. This 
was not a big deal though, having lived in both America 
and South Africa for a number of years previously, I 
was used to new schools. Fine Arts was just to be 
another name to be added to the list. I knew the drill: 
enter a new school, don’t make a big name for yourself, 
wait until friendships form naturally, DO NOT force 
them! So the plan was to lay low for one-two months 
while people formed subconscious opinions about me, 
spend lunch with the one person I did know and wait... 

Langley Fine Arts had different plans though.

	  
Within the first week I had people welcoming me to the school and within the month, I had friends. Now that I 

am in my third year at LFAS, I have one of the best groups of friends I could ask for and the school has changed my 
life. 

As you spend time within in the walls of the building you start to realize that there is no other school like it (at 
least that I know of). It’s a school where it is common place to see a student by their locker who greets each person that 
walks by with a “good morning,” whether they are acquaintances or not. It’s a community that accepts you for the 
person you are and does not judge you on how strange you can be. I was in a conversation with a friend when another 
friend ran up to us and said,“The fellowship is assembled. We ride to Brohan!” and the three of us proceeded to travel 
around the school as if were riding horses. Even a simple trip down the hallway can bring unique experiences, such as 
seeing an entire dance class running past you with hula hoops and exercise balls. 

And there is something about a school that has a grade twelve chemistry classroom across the hall from a grade 
three class.  A school where you walk down the hall and pass an entire class of grade ones in a single fill line. A school 
where your teacher walks in with mini Smartie boxes attached to his pants because he said he was a “smartie pants.” I 
have never attended a school where you are so encouraged to be yourself, where strange weirdness is readily accepted.

Now, even though I am far more academically inclined than I am artistic and creative, the school has added so 
much to me. Having had the opportunities to both get up on stage in drama and write in creative writing, I have been 
given a good perspective of life. Instead of school just catering solely to my enjoyment of math and science, it opened 
my eyes to the world of theatre performance and expressive writing. The importance of doing what you love and 
creating something that you want to share with others.The enjoyment and adrenaline rush you receive from 
performance arts when the audience applauds. The stress and pressure of all day rehearsals the week before opening 
night, the nervous pit in your stomach right before the show and the emptiness felt after the final performance. They 
may all sound terrible, but they are unexplainably wonderful, because you know you put your heart and soul into this 
creation that you are about to share with the world. Even though I don’t plan to choose acting and/or writing as my 
vocation, I will keep the memories of my arts with me and both will quite possibly continue both as active parts of my 
life.

The most special thing about the school, though, is the people. Teachers and students alike. You have crazy 
teachers that are addicted to diet coke or are Icelandic and went puffin-hunting as a child. A music teacher who has 
worked with choirs across the world. All these unique and amazing teachers (and so many more) work at Langley Fine 
Arts, a small school in the sleepy town of Fort Langley. On the other side of the spectrum, you have the students. I 
don’t know whether it is the environment of the school, the teachers, or just the students themselves, or maybe a 
combination of all three, but I have seen nothing like it. If you are true to yourself and the person you are, it is possible 
to fit in almost everywhere, although, granted some will be better fits than others. I found a group of friends as crazy as 
I am and it is quite the feeling to be accepted for  who you are and not the person they see you could be or want you to 
be. No matter how weird any of us get (I get really excited when I talk about ducks, you can ask any of my friends...) 
there is never any judgement or condemnation. It is just the normal quirks we accept and enjoy of one another. 

Fine Arts is a one of a kind school that is somewhat crazy, but easy to fall in love with. I would be hard pressed 
to think of a place that is more accepting or open. The school teaches you to be open and express your feelings and 
shows you that creativity can be found in anyplace (YES! Even science and math). Langley Fine Arts has had an 
integral part of shaping the person  I am and will be in the future. And it has been the start of my life. 



The Gateway

Gatekeepers 
keep watch 
and protect.LFAS Front Office



A thousand feet have                                                                                 
walked these passages

and thousands more will come,
 and follow this heart path to 
self-identity, passion, life itself

Each one an individual journey,
each one a precious and valuable life;

so loved, so unique, so amazing. 
Often this is the revelation most 

battle with the most.
Finding the ability to love and 

accept themselves.
Then simply:

BE themselves.
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This is where it all begins...Kindergarten to Gr.12.



A wise man once wrote that we should 
train a child up  in his giftings, the way he 
should go; and when he is old, he would 
still follow those passions, dreams and 
talents, and not turn away from them.

As parents we need to truly know our 
children, so we can encourage                    

their talents.



The joys of learning and discovery.



To walk the hallways               
of LFAS each day,

where creativity 
and freedom of 
expression

are encouraged,
is a gift and 

privilege.

Photos and art decorated benches by LFAS students.



“I am a dreamer,”               
whispered the child.
“Then you will never     

be lonely,”
answered the Creator.

“We read to know we are not alone.” 
 - C.S. Lewis



Art is an expression of our souls.



Line your walls with art,
surround yourself with beauty.



A drink of water.
A moment to reflect.

A reminder to celebrate 
and dream everyday.

To Live!



One cannot help but marvel at the art on the benches that line the hallways.



The saying goes that 
a child is with you             
for a season, 

but forever in your heart.
As parents, we should 

treasure them,

always!



Anyone,                                   
who is able to move,

can dance.                                
It’s not about 
performance,

but about the joy of 
movement.

“And those who were seen dancing were thought to be insane                               
by those who could not hear the music.” 

-Friedrich Nietzsche



I have yet to 
experience something 
more enjoyable than a 
child able to express 

herself.



There  is  something  so  serene,  so  g.acious,  so  at  peace...in  those  who  love  to  dance.



To dance, is to live.

To dance is to breathe.

To dance, is to be.



Great dancers are 
not great because 
of their technique, 

they are great 
because of          

their passion.                   
- Martha Graham
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yourself

“We should consider every day lost 
on which we have not 

danced at least once.” 
-Friedrich Nietzsche



This is what freedom of expression is about.
(And  to  know  you  are  unconditionally  accepted.)



Dance
Drama

Visual Arts
Music

Photography
Motion Picture 

Arts
Media Arts

Writing

Living Life!



LearnExpress Create
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LFAS Cafeteria



Enter the door to the room 
of the Dreamer, the Planner, the 

Facilitator, the Seer.

Ms. Knittel, Media Arts/Writing/English



Ask and you will receive.

Seek and you will find.

Knock and the door will be opened.

LFAS  is  a  place  where  questions  are  answered,

gAidance  and  direction  are  given

and  doors  of  opporCAnitD  open  for  g.aduates.



One’s perspective of the world depends on 
the window of your heart through which you view life.



Art  requires a response from us.
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MeDia ArtS



A creative 
environment 

inspires students to 
think, explore, 

create.

Create.



Media Arts•Writing

A Think Tank
of  Creativity



To travel, is to learn. 
To learn of life, 
cultures, art,            

music, people...



Creativity Inc.
Inspiration exists, but it has to find you working. 
- Pablo Picasso



Mother Nature

Ms. Knittel



Mad Hatter’s Tea Party

From Alice in Wonderland

The Mad Hatter: “There is a place. 
Like no place on Earth. A land 
full of wonder, mystery, and 

danger! Some say to survive it: 
You need to be as mad as a 
hatter, which luckily I am.”



Visitors to LFAS Nature Verses

A woodland in full color is awesome 
as a forest fire, in magnitude at least, 

but a single tree is like a dancing 
tongue of flame to warm the heart. 

-Hal Borland



“One of ! 

secrets of life " 

#at all #at " 

really wo%h 

doing " what we 

do for o#ers.” 

-Lewis Carroll                     
Alice in Wonderland



The Power of One.

Change.



Poet

Singer
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“It  is  beHer  to  have  enough  

ideas  for  some  of  them  to  be  

wrong,  than  to  be  always  right  

by  having  no  ideas  at  all.”                              

-‐  Edward  de  Bono



“If you can read this, thank a teacher.” 
 -Anonymous teacher



“The more you read, the more things you will know.               
The more that you learn, the more places you'll go.” 

 - Dr. Seuss, "I Can Read With My Eyes Shut!"



“The things I want to know are in books; my best 
friend is the man who'll get me a book I ain't read.” 

-Abraham Lincoln





“If you ask me what I came to do in this world, I, an artist, will answer you:                      
I am here to live out loud.” 

-Emilé Zola



“Every#ing 

y& can 

imagine " 

real.” 
-Pablo Picasso



Nature Verses

Team  Work



Writing Class Readings 
at the

Water Shed Arts’ Café



LFAS Writing Majors
sharing their work with 

parents, friends, teachers at 
the Water Shed Arts’ Café, 

Langley, BC.



Books are the quietest and most 
constant of friends; they are the most 

accessible and wisest of counselors, 
and the most patient of teachers.  

~Charles W. Eliot

A  book  is  like  a  garden  car.ied  in  the  pocket.    

~Chinese  Proverb



When you reread a classic you do not see more in the book than you did before;                                                                   
you see more in you than was there before.  ~Clifton Fadiman



I would be most 
content if my 
children grew up 
to be the kind of 
people who think 
decorating 
consists mostly 
of building 
enough 
bookshelves.  

~Anna Quindlen, 
"Enough Bookshelves," 
New York Times, 7 
August 1991



An ordinary man can... surround himself 
with two thousand books... and 

thenceforward have at least one place 
in the world in which it is possible to 

be happy!
-Augustine Birrell



He who opens a school door, closes a prison.

-Victor Hugo



What we have learned from other becomes our own reflection.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson



friends
share more than lunch



friends

“I would rather walk with a 
friend in the dark, than alone 
in the light.” 
-Helen Keller



“Friendship is born at that moment when one person says to another: "What! You too?               
I thought I was the only one.” 

-C.S.Lewis



A man's 
growth is 
seen in the 
successive 
choirs of his 
friends. 
-Ralph Waldo 
Emerson

“Piglet sidled 
up to Pooh 
from behind. 
"Pooh?" he 
whispered.
"Yes, Piglet?"
"Nothing," said 
Piglet, taking 
Pooh's hand.                         
"I just wanted 
to be sure of 
you.” 
-A.A.Milne
Winnie-the-Pooh



But friendship is 

precious,     
not only in the 

shade, but in the 
sunshine of life, 
and thanks to a 

benevolent 
arrangement the 

greater part of 
life is sunshine. 

-Thomas Jefferson



Tell me and I'll 
forget. Show me, 

and I may not 
remember. Involve 

me, and I'll 
understand.

Native American Saying



“We meet no 
ordinary people in 

our lives.”
-C.S.Lewis



Friends show their love 
in times of trouble. 

-Euripede



In everyone's life, at some time,          
our inner fire goes out.                                  

It is then burst into flame                     
by an encounter with                                

another human being.                                                                     
We should all be thankful for                    

those people who rekindle                   
the inner spirit. 

-Albert Schweitzer



It is one of the 
blessings of old friends 
that you can afford to 
be (crazy) with them. 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Life is an awful, 
ugly place to          
not have a 

best 
friend.

-Sarah Dessen             
Someone Like You



It's the friends you can call up at 4 a.m. that matter. 
-Marlene Dietrich



2011
Academic 

Achievement 
Awards
Langley 
SD#35

Mr. Bonnar (principal) and Ms. DeLittle (counsellor)

Achievement results from work realizing ambition.  -Adam Ant



2011 Academic Achievement Awards
Langley School District #35



Academic Achievement Awards
SD#35 District





Gifted teachers impart passion for the subject
they teach, simply by being.

Mr. Oskarsson, Sciences/Math

The task of the modern 
educator is not to cut down 
jungles, but to irrigate 
deserts.

-C. S. Lewis



I made mistakes in drama.                  

 I thought drama was when actors cried.

But 
drama is 
when the 
audience 

cries.
-Frank Capra



I try to bring the 
audience's own 
drama - tears 

and laughter they 
know about - to 

them.
- J u d y  G a r l a n d



In a drama of the highest order 
there is little food for censure or hatred;                                                               

it teaches rather self-knowledge and self-respect.
- P e r c y  B y s s h e  S h e l l e y



"Study, find all the good teachers and study with them, get 
involved in acting to act, not to be famous or for the 
money. Do plays. It's not worth it if you are just in it for the 
money. You have to love it."                      - Philip Seymour Hoffman

drama
d
r
a
m
a

Mr.Bryson (Drama)



Ms. Fowlis (Drama/English) and Ms.Boucher (Drama/English)

A teacher 
affects eternity;          
he can never 
tell where his 
influence stops.
-Henry Brooks 
Adams



A true actor needs to know how 
to stack chairs and do other 
mundane, everyday things.



"Without wonder 
and insight, acting 
is just a trade. 
With it, it becomes 

creation."                  
- Bette Davis



For most actors, success is 
achieved through study, 

struggle, preparation, infinite 
trial and error, training, 

discipline, experience and 

work!                                                  

-Robert Cohen



“Work for the actor 
lies essentially in 
two areas: the 

ability to 
consistently create 
reality and the 

ability to 

express 
that 
reality.”                               

- Lee Strasberg



"Acting is a question 
of absorbing other 

people's personalities        
and adding some of 

your own experience."           
-Paul Newman



"When you stand on the stage 
you must have a sense that 

you are addressing the whole 
world, and that what you say 

is so important the whole 
world must listen."                        

-Stella Adler



"The aim of art is 
to represent not 

the outward 
appearance of 

things, but their 
inward 

significance."          
-Aristotle



"In	  every	  well-‐wri-en	  play	  the	  ba-le	  rages	  
between	  the	  primary	  powers	  of	  Good	  and	  
Evil,	  and	  it	  is	  this	  ba-le	  which	  cons=tutes	  

the	  life	  impulse	  of	  the	  play,	  its	  driving	  force,	  
and	  is	  basic	  to	  all	  plot	  structures…In	  any	  

true	  piece	  of	  art…the	  beginning	  and	  the	  end	  
are,	  or	  should	  be,	  polar	  in	  principle.	  All	  the	  
main	  quali=es	  of	  the	  first	  sec=on	  should	  

transform	  themselves	  into	  their	  opposites	  in	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
the	  last	  sec=on."	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
-‐Michael	  Chekhov



"Acting is happy agony." 
 -Jean-Paul Sartre



"Acting is nothing more or less than playing. The idea is to humanize life." 
 -George Eliot



"The artist gazes upon a reality and creates his own impression.                                             
The viewer gazes upon the impression and creates his own reality."                                                                             

-Robert Brault



"You must have a twinkle in 
your eye, a naughtiness -- 

and the audience must 
realize your mind is working 

faster than your words."      
-Jeremy Brett



"Without art, the crudeness of reality 
would make the world unbearable."             
-George Bernard Shaw



"Acting deals with very 

delicate emotions.          

It is not putting up a mask. 
Each time an actor acts he 

does not hide;                     
he exposes himself."  

-Rodney Dangerfield



"Acting is a spiritual quest to touch human beings." 

-Larry Moss



“If I were not a physicist,                                           
I would probably be a musician.                                                                     

I often think in music.                                                 

I live my daydreams in music.                                                  

I see my life in terms of music.” 

-Albert Einstein



“A  man  should  hear  a  liHle  music,  read  a  liHle  

poet.D,  and  see  a  fine  pictAre  everD  day  of  his  life,  

in  order  that  worldly  cares  may  not  obliterate  the  

sense  of  the  beautifAl  which  God  has  implanted  

in  the  human  soul.”  

-‐Johann  Wolfgang  von  Goethe



music

is the language of the soul



"Wi!"t music,     

life w"ld be            

a m#tak$" 

-F%e&ich Nie'sche



"Music wa(es away from ! s"l ! du* of 

everyday lif$"                                                                     

-Red Auerbach



                                               
expresses that which cannot be said and 

on which it is impossible to be silent.                           
             -Victor Hugo                                                                       

Music 



“A painter paints 
pictures on canvas. 
But musicians paint 
their pictures on 

silence.” 

-Leopold Stokowski



Cre•a•tiv•i•ty is allowing yourself to make mistakes.             

Art  is knowing which ones to keep.  ~Scott Adams

Ms.Bennett (Visual Art, Portfolio, Grade 4/5)



There is so much beauty 
and creativity at                           

Langley Fine Arts School.                                              
It literally takes                   
my breath away.



To think, to feel, to create is...

to be



To be an ar1ist is a gift to the individual.                                                                                                                                                                                      

To share one’s art with others, 

is a gist to the world.



“Art enables us                       
to find ourselves                  

and lose ourselves                   
at the same time.” 
― Thomas Merton,                           

No Man is an Island





Showcase of the Arts
Reflections of our Hearts



We bare our very souls in an art gallery.                                                    
We display our deepest thoughts, dreams, fears and desires; for all to see and evaluate.



“Art is not what you see, but 
what you make others see.” 

―Edgar Degas

Painted bench at LFAS



How others view you, 
is not as important as 
how you see yourself. 
Just be yourself. Show 

the world how 
wonderfully you were 

made, with all the 

colours and 
facets                                          

of who you really are.                                                  
You are the most  

unique “You” ever!



Art expresses our souls and allows others a peek into the way we think, feel, create and live.

Art by LFAS students



Years (of Memories)
by Rylie Matson

The beauty of our memories...

Things that were hard to bear are sweet to remember.  
~Seneca



Painting is just another way of keeping a diary.  ~Pablo Picasso



The aim of every artist is to arrest motion, which is life, by artificial means and hold it fixed so that a 
hundred years later, when a stranger looks at it, it moves again since it is life. ~William Faulkner

arrest motion
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~Pablo���������	
��������������������  Picasso



Images taken by Photography students at LFAS. Reflections of life. Of love. Of our very Hearts.

 You don’t take a photograph, you make it. - Ansel Adams



http://lfasbluedog.com/

For LFAS News. Daily.



Class of 2012
Always bear in mind that your own resolution 
to succeed is more important than any other. 
-Abraham Lincoln



Class of 2012 Graduates
Action is the foundational key to all success. 
-Pablo Picasso



O Canada
O Canada! Our home and native land! 

True patriot love in all thy sons command. 
With glowing hearts we see thee rise, 

The True North strong and free! 
From far and wide, O Canada, 
We stand on guard for thee. 

God keep our land glorious and free! 
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee. 
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.

O Canada! Terre de nos aieux
Ton front est ceint de fleurons glorieux!

Car ton bras sait porter l'épée
Il sait porter la croix!

Ton histoire est une épopée
Des plus brilliants exploix.

Et ta valeur, de foi trempée
Protégera nos foyers et nos droits
Protégera nos foyers et nos droits.



is enriched by 
individualists 
who “see.”

Life



“Some people dream of great accomplishments, while others stay awake and do them.” Anonymous



 “Be content to act, and leave the talking to others.”                                     
-Baltasa



2012 Graduation
One secret of success in life is for a man to be ready for his opportunity when it comes.

-Benjamin Disraeli



Class of 

2012

“Innovation distinguishes between 
a leader and a follower.”                   

-Steve Jobs



Class of 2012
“If your ship doesn’t come in, 
swim out to meet it!”                         
-Jonathan Winters



LFAS Chamber Choir
2012 Graduation



Class of 2012
“The only place where success 
comes before work is in                       
the dictionary.” -Vidal Sassoon



Class of 2012 Graduation Cake
“Too many of us are not living our dreams because 

we are living our fears.”                                                  
-Les Brown



Class of 2012
Commit your work to the Lord and your plans will be established.
-Proverbs 16:3



Celebrating!



Class of 2012
“Let no feeling of discouragement 
prey upon you, and in the end you 

are sure to succeed.”                                            
-Abraham Lincoln



Children have more need 
of models than of critics.

Joubert



Leading Education in the Arts in Canada
LFAS is the only school in Canada with a Fine Arts program from KG to12th grade 



Photo Essay inspired by 
my son, Dustin Hurrell &                                                     

the students and teachers of LFAS.

Thank you to Silvia Knittle for organizing                                                                    
access to the school for a photo shoot and                                                                             

for being a continual inspiration                        
to write, create, feel, express.

Photos © Ingrid Brunkhorst Hurrell
Red Maple Publishing

Langley, BC. 
Canada

info@redmaplepublishing.ca
June 2012

Some of my fav songs just for all the LFAS students
 who have inspired me as a parent:

• Dead Man - Jars of Clay                                                                                               
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-0vrxunHEg

• The Moon - Italobrothers (Thanks Luke!) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-8AfGzteH8

• Lose My Soul - Toby Mac
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coHKdhAZ9hU

(...that I may be an artist who rises above the road of self-love...)

• Somebody that I used to know - Gotye     
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UVNT4wvIGY                                                                                           

• What a wonderful world - Louis Armstrong 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3yCcXgbKrE

With wishes for peace in our world.


